Between the revolutions of 1848 and the outbreak of the Great War in 1914, imperial Austria experienced an extraordinary expansion of nationalism and of national conflict. German, Czech, Polish, Ukrainian, Italian, Slovene and other national movements became major players and rivals, in the process transforming public life. This chapter examines that process through a municipal lens. What was particular about the intersection of the national with the municipal in imperial Austria? How did municipal and national politics affect one another, and what can we understand, through their dynamics, about Austrian politics more generally?
'Whosoever understands political life in Austria,' wrote Josef Redlich, a prominent Austrian jurist, in 1910, knows how the Austrian municipality, . . . over the course of the last half-century, has not only emerged as the principal actor in all local administration but has also developed into the most important organ, without parallel, of free political activity by the population. All of us in Austria know that the municipality has proven itself to be the central bulwark of the strongest political force in Austria, the national movement, in each nation's settlements. This is because the autonomous municipality in Austria, in struggles of nationality against nationality and wherever there has developed a sharp party antagonism of a social or political nature within an individual nationality, has become the most important object of struggle, and the most important instrument for the victor of the moment to expand political power. This chapter concurs with and builds on Redlich's assessment, using a top-down, legal approach. In recent years, several historians have studied the municipal-national nexus in late imperial Austria through bottom-up, social approaches. Gary Cohen's case study of German politics in Prague, my own case study of German and Czech politics in Budweis/Budějovice and additional works have explored political parties, civic associations, the press and additional aspects of local politics and of everyday life in one city or another.
2 They have drawn little, however, from a rich tradition of Austrian legal scholarship. 3 An exceptional and useful element in that legal tradition is its focus on the imperial Austrian state. Non-national and then in its final years multinational, that state has been neglected by many historians of nationalism because of their national assumptions or social methodologies and because of imperial Austria's destruction in 1918. At a landmark conference in 1966 concerning the 'nationality problem' in imperial Austria and in the other half of the Habsburg Monarchy, Hungary, one historian made a telling criticism: there were 'a dozen or so papers on the Slavic nationalities alone but none at all explaining the government's position'. 4 Two years later, Jiří Klabouch, a legal historian in the Austrian successor state of Czechoslovakia, published an outstanding study of municipal self-government. National movements, he showed, in Austria's municipalities, had captured control over public organs whose constitutional configuration endowed them with an 'undercurrent of hostility' towards the very state of which they formed the most local part.
5 Since then, however, few historians have followed Klabouch's lead in bringing the state into narratives and explanations of local national politics.
6 Yet Austrian historiography has gained analytical distance from nationalism that Klabouch's generation (and Redlich's) lacked, most recently by embracing social constructivism, by pulling apart 'ethnic' or 'racial' groupism and by taking much more seriously questions of national indifference.
7 Older, top-down and legal approaches can enrich newer, bottom-up and social ones, and vice versa. And together, these approaches can help us make more sense of the municipal and the national in imperial Austria, by clarifying the reciprocal influence of national and non-national agents and structures. National leaders had particular success in shaping public life in Austria at the municipal level, but in the process found their nationalism particularly constrained and moulded by non-national forces.
Trading off breadth for depth, this chapter focuses on just one of imperial Austria's regions: the Bohemian lands. Today making up the Czech Republic, the Bohemian lands consist of Bohemia, Moravia
